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To facilitate comparison between different calculations of ISA layout,

lattice, radiofrequency, luminosity and other calculations it is desirable

to base all of these on a standard set of assumptions concerning AGS para-

meters, transfer energy, and final energy. Otherwise confusion may arise,

for example, if one calculation is based on transfer energy of 30 GeV and

another on y • 30. We propose the following for adoption in all ISA

calculations.

1. Universal Constants and Formulas

Velocity of light

Proton mass

Electronic charge

c

M

e

2.997925 x 10 m/aec

0.9362592 GeV/c2

-19
1.602192 y 10 Coulomb

Magnetic rigidity and momentum

P (GeV/c) « 0.02997925 Bp (kG-in)

I (amp) 4.80325 y I©"11 lpN/C

(N • number of protons of velocity 6 In ring of circumference C).

2. Transfer and Final Energies

T

E

P

Y

Py
Bo

• kinetic energy

• total energy
* momentum

* magnetic rigiditv

Transfer

28.5

29.43826

29.42330

31.3754

0.999492

31.35946

981.4555

Final

200 GeV

200.93826 GeV

200.9361 GtV/c

214.1607

0.999989

214.1584

6702.5059 kG-»
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3. ACS Orbit and Beam Par—leters

Circumference C - 807.125 a (R - 128.4579 a)

Transition energy: vt • 9.5, energy - 7.0369 (kinetic), 7.9752 (total)

Frequency coefficient at transfer: C " "J " ~7 " 0.0128
yt v

Radiofrequency (12th harmonic): 4.45493 Iffe

Rf amplitude: 384 kV

Synchrotron frequency (f lat top, 384 kV):

yB « 5.650 x 10"4

5J - 209.75 He .

•14Current in AGS for NQ protons c irculat ing: 5.948 x 10 N amperes.

Phase space areas:

Longitudinal Horizontal Vert ical

Area A 0.35 9.25 x 10"4 1.233 x 10~4 #V~«ec

Normalited emittance e

- A/Me 0.0356* 9.408TT x 10"5 1.25441T xlO*5 rad-m

Emittance e at transfer

- e /PY 1.13511 x IO*3 3.0Tt x lO*"6 0.4tr x 10*6 rad-m
o

[Trtnsverse amplitude • (CB/TI) whtrt $ is amplitude function.]
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